Mile 52.5 to Mile 58.2 - Map 10
Start at the bottom! Text reads from bottom of page to top on all map pages along with the river!

Mile 58.1, Left - Opposite Malgosa Camp is a
medium-sized camp that often has some driftwood for
winter fires.
Mile 57.9, Right - Malgosa Camp is at the middle of
the Malgosa Canyon debris fan. This is a small, rocky
camp, with a great sunset view.

Mile 57.1, Right - Below Kwagunt Camp is a small,
rocky, windswept camp.
Mile 56.6, Right - Kwagunt Camp is at the foot of
Kwagunt Rapid. This is a popular, large camp with
hiking options up Kwagunt Canyon.
Mile 56.3 - Kwagunt Rapid has a large pour-over in
the center of the top of the rapid, along with a sleeper
boulder near the left shore at the lower end of the rapid.
The typical run is a left entrance, moving to the right
once past the pour-over.
This upstream view of the Malgosa Crest shows how Marble
Canyon begins to widen in this reach. Marble Canyon ends at
the Little Colorado River. (Tom Martin)

Mile 53.5, Right - Lower Nankoweap Camp is on the
point where the current moves to the right to clear a
cobble bar downstream. This is a medium-sized camp
and is exposed to upcanyon winds. If you hike to the
granaries, the trail will take you directly through the
Main Nankoweap Camp. Please be respectful of the
campers if it is occupied.

Mile 53.4, Right - Main Nankoweap Camp is a large, popular camp at the foot of the last eddy below the huge
Nankoweap Rapid debris fan. You’ll need to float down to the lower end of the eddy and then catch the eddy current
into camp, which is at the downstream end of the beach. Day-use hikers should tie up at the upstream end of the
beach.
Mile 53.4, Right - A popular hike from the Nankoweap debris fan is to the Nankoweap granaries. Follow the wellmarked path proceeding upriver from the lower two Nankoweap camps. You will come to a fork in the trail. The left
fork heads up a quarter-mile to the granaries high up at the base of the cliffs to the west. Please remind your group
to not climb in/on, or touch these 1,000-year-old fragile walls. This is a wonderful moonlight hike if you are up for
it.
Mile 53.1, Right - Upper Nankoweap Camp is a medium-sized camp on the right side of the lower third of
Nankoweap Rapid. A large cobble bar eddy appears on the right. The camp is at the upper end of this eddy, but
there is also a good camp at the lower end. It is a good idea to stop here and scout the Main and Lower Nankoweap
camps to see if they are occupied if you plan to camp at one of those sites.
Mile 52.5, Right - Nankoweap Canyon enters the river here and offers many hiking opportunities.

This panorama from the granary at Nankoweap is a variation of a classic photograph of the Grand Canyon. (Duwain Whitis)
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No camping or landing on right
bank between mile 52.5 and
53.5 except at named camps.
Only one party per camp.
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